From Laimato Bart in response to the lies about me:

I made this post on the Industry Discussion Debate site and they removed me as they fear any form of truth

To all the Quantum Community

I have watched this group of Industry Discussion Debate sitepeople for some time now. And it is hard to use the word people when hyena and jackals are a better word for this disgusting group. I could not believe Americans can act like this. We see Americans on movies being civil and good hearted. But I have witnessed very little of this here on this site. I have seen criminals tout bogus systems, I have seen cranks and whiners slander and lie in disgusting barrages of depravity, and I have seen a disturbing sense of hopeless despair lacking all respect. It has sickened me to see such evil perversion of morality and sickening iniquity. The mindless attacks on me and others is such a display of cowardice and corruption to make one wonder about the true situation in America. Rules of decorum and civility do not exist here as we watch mindless muckraking, smears and a hatchet job on people who deserve respect. The half-baked insinuations of the uneducated rule.

Has honor and integrity left, has justice and truth become so trivial? Has human kindness and respect for the law been abandoned? Character assassination is not truth. Rumors and innuendo are not fact. Personality defilement does not make a rumor true. Can no one here discuss an issue without discussing a person in the derogative? Is no one going to ask for credentials of these people play acting lawyer? Is this hopeless?

I have been to Africa and seen hyenas and jackal strip a carcass. I have seen sharks tear apart a seal with doll like eyes. And here on this Facebook site the attacks on people of honor and me have been worse. The lack of human dignity here and the level of fear and corruption that builds everyday on this site is such an example of the lack of human dignity and the demise of simple goodness. Calls for rationality go unheeded.

If anyone in my country acted like this I would take action to try to dissuade them. I would try to help them. I do not know if you people here on this site are so far gone into viciousness and injustice to be saved but these words are meant to perhaps awaken a spark of dignity. Maybe these words will help just one to look into their hearts and see what respect for others and the law can be truly like. Maybe that one will help stop the pretenders and the charlatans and maybe another will find a spark of truth in their hearts. Could dignity be more contagious that the depravity I have seen spread on this site? This site is safe from falling it cannot get any lower than the depth it has fallen.
I cannot believe that all of these hearts are gone over to such despicable evil lies.

Please stop slandering me and others, it is not a true display of humanity. So far it has been an example of humanity at its lowest ebb. Notice I did not name any names, this is beneath me. This should be beneath you as well.